ABSTRACT MPEG-4 is the first multimedia standard that supports the decoupling of a video object into object shape and object texture information, which consequently brings up the optimal encoding problem for object-based video. In this paper, we present an operational rate-distortion optimal hit allocation scheme between shape and texture for MPEG-4 encoding. Our approach is based on the Lagrange multiplier method, while the adoption of dynamic programming techniques enables its higher efficiency over the exhaustive search algorithm. Our work will not only benefit the further study of joint shape and texture encoding, but also make possible the deeper study of optimal joint source-channel coding of object-based video.
INTRODUCTION MPEG-4 [l-21 is the first intemational video
communication standard that enables object-based video coding. By transmitting object information along with texture, MPEG-4 enables content-based interactivity, which will greatly benefit a number of multimedia applications, as well as, computer games and related applications with increased interactivity with the audiovisual content. In order to build an efficient MPEG-4 video encoder, the fundamental problem of optima! hit allocation between shape and texture has to he solved first. The difficulty of this problem lies in that the coding of the object shape is not independent of the coding of its texture; in other words, a jointly optimal coding scheme of shape and texture needs to be developed. In [3] , an optimal vertex-based shape encoder is proposed, taking into consideration the texture information of the video frames. By utilizing a variable-width tolerance hand, which is proportional to the degree of trust in the accuracy of the shape information at that location, the encoder spends more bits on parts of the object boundary where high accuracy is required, while fewer hits on other less important parts. In [4] , a joint shape and texture rate control algorithm is proposed for MPEG-4 encoders, and in 151, an improved statistical ratedistortion model is presented for the encoding of MPEG-4 object shape. However, none of these approaches optimally solved the bit allocation problem. In this paper, we are proposing an operational ratedistortion optimal hit allocation scheme between shape and texture for encoding of MPEG-4 object-based video. The algorithm is based on the Lagrange multiplier method. Dynamic programming is applied to significantly reduce the computational complexity of our approach. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a brief overview of the MPEG-4 video coding algorithms. Since we only consider intra mode, only this part is covered. In section 3, the problem formulation is presented. Section 4 demonstrates the optimal solution. Section 5 provides our experimental results, and we draw conclusions in the last section.
OVERVIEW OF MPEG-4 VIDEO CODEC
In this section, the relevant parts of MPEG-4 video coding algorithms are reviewed. Further details can he found in [l-21.
Shape coding
The binary shape information is coded utilizing the macrohlock-based structure, where binary alpha data are grouped within 16x16 binary alpha blocks (BAB). The BABs can he classified into transparent, opaque and border macroblocks by summing up the pixels within the BAB and then accessing a threshold (Alpha-TH). To reduce the hit-rate, lossy representation of a BAB might he adopted. It successively down-samples the original BAB by a conversion ratio factor (CR) of two or four, and then up-samples the approximated suh-image hack to the full- The border macroblocks need to be further processed by context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE). That is, a for I-VOP.
decoder structure. Figure 2 shows the video data structures -. ,
-1 template of 10 pixels is used to define the context for predicting the alpha value of the current pixel as shown in 
Texture coding
In MPEG-4, the texture content of the macrohlock's bitstream depends to a great extent on the reconstructed shape information. First, low-pass extrapolation (LPE) padding is applied on each 8x8 boundary (non-transparent and non-opaque) blocks. This involves taking the average of all the luminancelchrominance values over all the opaque pixels of the block, and all transparent pixels are given this average value. Then, a 2D 8x8 DCT transform is applied on each block, and the resulting DCT coefficients are quantized. The DC coefficient is quantized (QDC) using a step size of 8. For AC coefficients, MPEG-4 utilizes either the quantization method of H.263 or that of MPEG-2. In this paper, the former method is adopted, that is, a quantization parameter determines the quantization process, and the same value applies to all coefficients in a macroblock but may change from one macroblock to the next. After quantization, the adaptive DC prediction is applied by selecting either the QDC value of immediately previous block or that of the block immediately above it. With the same prediction direction, either coefficients from the first row or the first column of a previously coded block are used to predict the co-sited coefficients of the current blocks. Finally, the differential coefficients after prediction are encoded by VLC encoding. Clearly, the selection criterion involves the current block, the previous block, the block above and to the left, and the block immediately above, which also makes a macroblock depend on its neighbors to the left, above, and above-left.
Video data structure
It is important to note that MPEG-4, like all video standards, only standardizes the video decoding, while leaves its encoding part open for possible new coming technologies. Our work is therefore based on the standard Our optimization work addresses the making of decisions on the coding parameters so that the video is coded to meet certain constraints in video quality, bit rate, etc. From the data structure shown above, the adjustable parameters could only include Bab-type, CR, ST, MCBP, CBPY, and quantization step size, which decides DC and AC data.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal is to control both the shape and texture coding parameters in order to minimize the total (shape plus texture) bit rate required to transmit a video sequences at some acceptable level of quality. We can w i t e this optimization formally as
where R is the total bit rate per frame, D is the distortion, and Om, is the maximum tolerable distortion. The same techniques can be applied to solve the dual problem, that is, (2) where RbudK., is the bit budget. Our study of the optimal bit allocation between shape and texture is restricted to the frame level. In other words, we do not attempt to optimally allocate the bits among the different frames of a video sequence. The reader interested in that problem is referred to [6] .
Notation
We assume that the current frame has N macroblocks m,, m2, .._, mN in Wcolumns, and they are numbered following the horizontal scan order. Every macroblock has a bab-type biE Bi, a CR c;E C,, an ST si€ S;, an MCBP p i € P,, and a CBPY yjE Y, associated with it, where Bi is the set of all admissible BAB type for mi, Ci is the set of all admissible CR for mi, S, is the set of all admissible ST for mi, P, is the set of all admissible MCBP for mi, and Y; is the set of all admissible CBPY for nr;. Let us define a decision vector v;=[b, cj, s;. pi. yJ E V; for every macroblock mi. V, = B, xC, xS; x 4 x Y; is the admissible decision vector set for mi. All macroblocks within the frame share a unique quantizer step size q E Q, where Q is the set of all admissible quantizer step size for the h".
Minimize R, subject to D ID,,, Minimize D, subject to R IRbudKC,., R,(V,.,,. .~, ._., vJ the rate for macroblock m,. As mentioned in section 2 and shown in Fig. 3 , the encoding of current macroblock will only depend on macroblock 1, 2 and 3 . In other words, after the decision vectors for macroblocks 1, 2, 3 and current macroblock are settled, the rate for the current macroblock is fixed. Clearly, where RS.,,,,-represents the bits allocated on the data structure syntax of the VOP. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) can be obtained by where the factor 1.5 comes from the down sampling of the chrominance components by a factor o f 2
Rate Let us denote by

OPTIMAL SOLUTION
We derive a solution to problem (1) using the Lagrange multiplier method to relax the constraint, so that the relaxed problem can be solved using a shortest path algorithm. The same steps can be followed in solving the dual problem (2). We first define a Lagrangian cost function The recursive representation of the cost function above makes the future step of the optimization process independent from its past step, which is the foundation of the dynamic programming technique. In [IO], a similar DP algorithm is applied to solve the bit allocation problem between displacement vector field and displaced frame difference in motion-compensated video coding. The computational complexity of our algorithm is O(NX I V,1"") (I V; l is the cardinality of VJ, which depends directly on the width of the VOP, but still much more efficient than the exponential computational complexity of an exhaustive search algorithm.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A number of experiments have been conducted, some of which are reported here. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the results obtained using the optimal approach (see Fig. 4 (a)) and using Momusys without optimization (see Fig.  4(b) ) by given a bit budget of 8,000 bits for the first frame of children sequence.
optimal approach for encoding the first 30 frames of the bream sequence. In the figure, the shape bits increase rapidly from 280 to around 800 when the PSNR is (a) PSNR=26.69 (b) PSNR=2l.l5 Figure 4 Comparison of reconstructed frame quality In the second experiment, the R-D curve obtained by our optimal approach is compared with the results from Momusys by exhaustively hying all combinations of the parameters (Alpha-TH and QP) as shown in Fig. 5 .
Clearly, our result in addition to providing solutions on the convex hull of all operating points, also demonstrates some gains in RD quality, due to the selection of adjustable parameters different than Alpha-TH. 
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. CONCLUSION In this paper, we presented an operational rate-distortion optimal bit allocation scheme between shape and texture for the encoding of MPEG-4 object-based video. By applying the Lagrange multiplier method and dynamic programming techniques, our optimal approach has a much more efficient performance than an exhaustive search algorithm. By studying the experimental result on bit allocation between shape and texture information, it is evident that the shape information could have a strong impact on the quality of the reconstructed video sequences. 
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A -*-811 P a s Figure 6 R-D curve and corresponding bit allocation between shape and texture Figure 6 shows the R-D curve and corresponding bit allocation between shape and texture obtained using our
